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We present a set of Lorentz invariant kinematic variables for reconstructing mass of semi-invisible
decaying particles pair-produced at lepton colliders, mmin

RC , m
max
RC , and mmax

LSP, with analytical formulas. They
give the minimal and maximum bounds of the decaying particle mass and upper bound of the invisible
particle mass. In the search of new physics, these variables can greatly enhance the statistical significance of
signal. For the process of smuon pair production at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 240 GeV lepton collider of 5 ab−1, the cross
section detection limit is pushed by one order, and the expected exclusion and discovery limits are set aboveffiffiffi
s

p
=2 and go into the off-shell region. Moreover, these variables can also be used to improve the precision

of W-boson mass measurement in full leptonic decayed channel. At a future lepton collider, the precision
can reach to 2–3 MeV level.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.108.075015

I. INTRODUCTION

To account for dark matter (DM), almost all the
extensions of the Standard Model (SM) contain additional
particles charged under some new symmetry and/or possess
an exact parity. In these theories, the lightest particle is
stable and serves as the DM candidate. These theories can
be tested at colliders via pair production of new particles
which decay into invisible particles (missing energy) in
detectors. Reconstructing the masses of such produced new
particles is challenging since the energy carried away by the
invisible particles cannot be directly measured.
At hadron colliders, inspired by this issue, new variables,

such asmT2 [1–3], and new techniques, such as the recursive
jigsaw reconstruction [4,5],were developed andwidely used.
These techniques should be promoted to lepton colliders
(LCs), as various machines like ILC [6–8], FCC-ee [9,10],
CEPC [11–13], and Muon Collider [14–16] are being
proposed for precise measurements. These state-of-the-art
experiments enable us to scrutinize the nature of the Higgs
boson [11,17,18] and shed new light on new physics [19,20].

II. NEW KINEMATIC VARIABLES

In this work we introduce a set of kinematic variables,
namely mmax

LSP, m
max
RC and mmin

RC , for a generic process shown
in Fig. 1, where a leptonic collision produces a pair of
massive particles (PP) with P decaying into an (a group of)
observed particle(s) V and an invisible particle I. Here we
restrict ourselves to a symmetric decay tree, so the labels a
and b in the diagram just indicate a same particle P in
different branches.
Throughout this paper, pF

a represents the four-momentum
vector of object a, evaluated in reference frame F. The
energy and momentum are denoted by pF

a ≡ ðEF
a; p⃗F

aÞ. If F is
not declared, then the energy and/or momentum quantity is
defined in the c.m. frame of PP system.
For an given event of the process depicted in Fig. 1, we

can read out the following four observables at a LC: pLab
Va

,
pLab
Vb

, pLab
miss and pLab

R . The Lab represents the laboratory
frame. pLab

miss is the sum of the four-momentum vectors of all
detector invisibly particles, and is given as follows

pLab
miss ¼ ð ffiffiffi

s
p

; 0; 0; 0Þ −
Xn
i

pLab
i

¼ pLab
Ia

þ pLab
Ib

; ð1Þ

with
ffiffiffi
s

p
being the collision energy and i being the index of

each visible particle in the event. The recoil system R
comprises all observable particles that are not assigned to
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the V-systems. The initial state radiation (ISR) and imper-
fect object reconstruction of final states are the main
sources of the R system in high energy lepton colli-
sions [21].
Boosting all the Lorentz vectors from the laboratory

frame into the c.m. frame of the PP system, the three-
momentums p⃗Va

, p⃗Ia , p⃗Vb
and p⃗Ib can form two connected

triangles with p⃗miss

p⃗Va
þ p⃗Vb

þ p⃗miss¼ 0; p⃗Ia þ p⃗Ib − p⃗miss¼ 0; ð2Þ

in visible plane and invisible plane, as shown in Fig. 2. The
angle between the two planes is denoted as ϕ, and the
vertex on the opposite side of p⃗miss in the visible (invisible)

triangle is marked as P (I). Accordingly, the vector PI
�! ¼

p⃗Va
þ p⃗Ia ¼ −p⃗Vb

− p⃗Ib is the three-momentum of the
mother particle P.
The position of vertex I is uncertain due to lack of

knowledge of momentum distribution between two miss-
ing particles, which is nevertheless constrained by several
conditions. First, the real solution of mI requires that the
magnitude of the invisible three-momentum p⃗Ia=b is
limited by

jp⃗Ia=b j≤EIa=b ¼EPa=b
−EVa=b

¼ 1

2
EPP−EVa=b

; ð3Þ

where EPP ¼ EVa
þ EVb

þ Emiss is the c.m. energy of the
PP system. They imply the two spheres in Fig. 2, where
the spherical shell corresponds the boundaries mIa=b ¼ 0.
The particle I can also refer to a particle that undergoes
invisible cascaded decay into a set of labeled particles Ii,
such as the neutralino χ̃02 → ν̃ν → ννχ̃01 case in super-
symmetric theory. In this scenario, we have:

m2
Ia=b

≡ p2
Ia=b

¼
�X

i
pIi

�
2

≥
X
i

m2
Ii
≥ 0: ð4Þ

Hence, we can generally establish the validity of Eq. (3).
Second, in most scenarios, Ia and Ib are restricted to be
the DM particles, which means their masses are identical,1

m2
I ¼ p2

Ia
¼
�
1

2
EPP −EVa

�
2

− p⃗2
Ia

¼ p2
Ib
¼
�
1

2
EPP −EVb

�
2

− ðp⃗miss− p⃗IaÞ2: ð5Þ

Then one can get

p⃗Ia · p⃗miss ¼
1

2
½E2

Va
− E2

Vb

þ EPPðEVb
− EVa

Þ þ jp⃗missj2�; ð6Þ

which says the vertex I is located in a fixed plane vertical
to p⃗miss, the blue plane in Fig. 2.
Given the event topology in Fig. 1, the vertex I locates in

the interface between the spheres and the blue plane.
Specifically, it lies on a flat, circular disc that is
perpendicular to p⃗miss. There remains two unknown
degrees of freedom, ϕ and r, where r is the distance
between the vertex I and p⃗miss. For a given set ðϕ; rÞ, we
can obtain a set of masses mP and mI, which determined

respectively by the magnitude of vector PI
�!

and p⃗Ia .
Hence, the geometric characteristics of the disc can be
utilized to deduce the kinetic details of the event, which can
be captured through three “reconstructed-mass” variables:

(i) mmax
LSP: represents the maximum reconstructed value

ofmI, achieved by selecting the vertex I at the center
of the round disc O in Fig. 2. Its value is given by

mmax
LSP ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2
Ia
−

1

4jp⃗missj2
ðjp⃗missj2 þ E2

Ia
− E2

Ib
Þ2

s
:

ð7Þ

FIG. 2. The three-momentum vectors of semi-invisibly
decaying particles shown in the PP frame.

FIG. 1. The decay tree of our considered process.

1It should be emphasized that in more general cases, Ia and Ib
may be the different particles with different masses. So, one
should focus on the statistical distributions of our new variables.
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(ii) mmin
RC : represents the minimum reconstructed value

of mP, which is obtained by setting jp⃗Paj to its
maximum value. This can be achieved by setting
ϕ ¼ π and maximizing the value of r (placing vertex
I at point A in Fig. 2).

mmin
RC ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2
PP

4
− jPCj2 − ðjOCj þ jOAjÞ2

r
; ð8Þ

where the point C refers to the projection of vertex
P onto the blue plane, and jXYj represents the
distance between points X and Y in Fig. 2. The
pointsO, A, B, and C lie along a straight line, which
corresponds to the intersection of the visible plane
and the blue plane. These distances can be deter-
mined geometrically,

jPCj ¼ 1

2jp⃗missj
ð−E2

Ia
þE2

Ib
þjp⃗Va

j2− jp⃗Vb
j2Þ; ð9Þ

jOCj ¼ 1

2jp⃗missj
½−jp⃗missj4 − ðjp⃗Va

j2 − jp⃗Vb
j2Þ2

þ 2jp⃗missj2ðjp⃗Va
j2 þ jp⃗Vb

j2Þ�12; ð10Þ

jOAj ¼ 1

2jp⃗missj
½−E4

Ia
− ðE2

Ib
− jp⃗missj2Þ2

þ 2E2
Ia
ðE2

Ib
þ jp⃗missj2Þ�12: ð11Þ

Themreconst variable introduced in Ref. [22] bears
resemblance to mmin

RC . In this context, we present a
more general analytical expression.

(iii) mmax
RC denotes the maximum reconstructed value of

mP obtained by selecting the minimum value of
jp⃗Pa

j. If point C lies within the round disc, the
minimal value of jp⃗Pa

j corresponds to the distance
jPCj. Therefore, we have:

mmax
RC ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2
PP

4
− jPCj2

r
: ð12Þ

Alternatively, if point C is outside the disc,
implying the minimal value of jp⃗Pa

j is obtained
by setting ϕ ¼ 0 and minimizing the value of r
(positioning vertex I at point B), we have:

mmax
RC ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2
PP

4
− jPCj2 − ðjOCj − jOBjÞ2

r
; ð13Þ

where jOBj ¼ jOAj.
From the definitions, the variables always follow the

relations

0 ≤ mmin
RC ≤ mP ≤ mmax

RC ≤
ffiffiffi
s

p
=2;

0 ≤ mI ≤ mmax
LSP ≤ mRecoil=2: ð14Þ

In most scenarios, the invisible state I is typically assumed
to be massless when determining mmin

RC and mmax
RC . However,

it is also possible to consider a nonzero prior mI if
necessary, thereby calculating mmin

RC ðmIÞ and mmax
RC ðmIÞ

by replacing E2
Ia and E2

Ib
in Eq. (11) with ðE2

Ia
−m2

IÞ
and ðE2

Ib
−m2

IÞ, respectively. For a given event, as mI

increases, the value ofmmin
RC ðmIÞ increases, whilemmax

RC ðmIÞ
decreases.
To be experimentally realistic, the main sources of

uncertainties are:
(1) Wrong assignment. For a given event, the invisible

weak initial state radiation which should be assigned
into the R system is assigned into Is, as shown in
Eq. (1), such as the invisible ISR Z → νν. This can
be neglected due to its tiny cross section.

(2) Initial/final state radiation. These two types of
radiations not only smear the visible particle mo-
menta but also provide a source for extra particles,
such as soft jets and soft photons, in the events.

(3) The beam energy uncertainty. The synchrotron
radiation photon in the circular collider, the beam-
strahlung process, etc., will cause the uncertainty of
the collision energy

ffiffiffi
s

p
.

The excellent energy and momentum resolutions of the
LCs allow for determination of all the inputs pLab

Va
, pLab

Vb
,

pLab
miss, and pLab

R with good precision. However, all uncer-
tainties listed above will contribute to the error of PP
system total energy EPP, which further leads to the differ-
ence between the reconstruction and the reality. In practice,
they all can be qualitatively estimated via the comparison
between the Monte-Carlo simulation and the real exper-
imental data, and can be eliminated by using some data-
driven methods. At the current stage of our research, it is
not realistic to analyze the complete sources of error and
give numerical estimates. In the following, we take these
effects into account as much as possible in the Monte Carlo
simulations.

III. APPLICATIONS

For illustration, we apply these new variables for the
supersymmetry [23–25] search of smuon at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 240 GeV
LC. We assume that the left-handed μ̃L and right-handed μ̃R
are degenerated, the lightest neutralino χ̃01 is a nearly pure
bino, and all other super particles are decoupled. Thus
the branching ratio Brðμ̃ → μχ̃01Þ ¼ 100%. The particles
corresponding to P, V and I in Fig. 1 are μ̃, μ and χ̃01,
respectively. This channel at CEPC has been investigated
recently [13,26], using the azimuth angles Δϕðμ�;RecoilÞ
and Δϕðμþ; μ−Þ, the cone sizes ΔRðμ�;RecoilÞ and
ΔRðμþ; μ−Þ, the muon energies E�

μ , the sum of the
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transverse momentum of two muons sum PT, the invariant
massmμμ and themRecoil variable. The results showed that the
detection (discovery) limit of smuon mass can reach to
117 GeV (116 GeV), corresponding to a theoretical cross
section of 11.1 fb (17.0 fb). The reconstructedmass variables
we proposed can significantly improve these limits.
In low energy supersymmetry (for some recent reviews,

see, e.g., [23–25]), smuon pair production eþe− → μ̃þμ̃− at
an eþe− collider occurs only via γ or Z exchange in the
s-channel. The simplified model in the searching channel
eþe− → μþχ̃01μ

−χ̃01 depends on the particle spectrum. Here
μ̃ contains both the left-handed μ̃L and right-handed μ̃R, and
their masses are degenerated which are labeled by mμ̃. The
lightest neutralino χ̃01 is assumed to be a nearly pure bino,
and the branching ratio Brðμ̃ → μχ̃01Þ is set to 1.
In most cases, the cross section can be evaluated using

the narrow width approximation

σðμ̃ μ̃ → μþχ̃01μ
−χ̃01Þ ¼ σðμ̃ μ̃Þ × ðBRðμ̃ → μχ̃01ÞÞ2: ð15Þ

At the CEPC, the electron and positron beams are unpo-
larized, and the cross section is written as [27,28]

σðμ̃ μ̃Þ¼ ð1−4m2
μ̃=sÞ3=2

24πs

×

�
e4þe2g2

2c2W

�
1

2
−2s2W

�
2 sðs−m2

ZÞ
ðs−m2

ZÞ2þΓ2
Zm

2
Z

þ g4

c4W

�
1

8
−
1

2
s2W þ s4W

�
2 s2

ðs−m2
ZÞ2þΓ2

Zm
2
Z

�
; ð16Þ

where e is the electromagnetic coupling constant, g is the
weak force coupling constant, sW ≡ sin θW and cW ≡
cos θW with θW being the Weinberg angle, mZ is the Z-
boson mass and ΓZ is the Z-boson width. For mμ̃ >

ffiffiffi
s

p
=2

or the parameter region where the narrow width approxi-
mation is invalid [29], for example, the compressed region
with mχ̃0

1
≲mμ̃ and mμ̃ ≲ ffiffiffi

s
p

=2, the cross section is well
described by a 2 → 3 process, which suffers a phase space
suppression

σðμ̃ μ̃ → μþχ̃01μ
−χ̃01Þ ¼ σðμ̃μχ̃01Þ × BRðμ̃ → μχ̃01Þ; ð17Þ

where one smuon is produced off-shell and thus the smuon
width should be correctly taken into account.2

The dominated backgrounds are the direct τþτ− pro-
duction and the processes involving electroweak bosons
W=Z and/or Higgs boson h in the intermediate states.
We separate the latter into three classes: double-resonance
background, single-resonance background and zero-
resonance background, as defined in [31]. The signal
processes target the high smuon mass region at

mμ̃ ¼ 115 GeV. Four LSP χ̃01 mass benchmark values
are set at 0, 40, 80, 110 GeV, denoted as SGN(0), SGN
(40), SGN(80), and SGN(110) respectively. Both signal
and background processes listed in Fig. 3 are gene-
rated using MadGraph5aMC@NLO [32,33] and PYTHIA8 [34].
RIVET-3.1.6 [35] is used for detector simulation and event
reconstruction. The decay width of smuon is evaluated by
SUSY-HIT [36].
First, the events are required to contain exactly one

opposite-sign (OS) muon pair and no reconstructed jet
objects, and the energy of both muons is required larger
than1GeVand jηj < 3.0. A lower cut on the invariantmass of
the recoil system,mRecoil > 1 GeV, is used to reject direct μμ
production. After this preselection, the distributions ofmmin

RC ,
mmax

RC ,mmax
LSP andΔmmax ≡mmax

RC −mmax
LSP are shown in Fig. 3.

We see that for the processes ofmasslessI, such asWþW−

background or signal process of mχ̃0
1
¼ 0, both mmin

RC and
mmax

RC have an obvious peak truncating at mP. With mI

increasing, the distributionofmmin
RC of signal process becomes

flat and submerges into the backgrounds, while the peak of
mmax

LSP gets sharp and moves to high value. We also find that
Δmmax ≡mmax

RC −mmax
LSP can approximately represent the

mass splitting between P and I for a heavy P, which can
be used for further reducing backgrounds.
We define three signal regions (SRs) of 12 bins aiming

for different mass spectrum. Events with the invariant mass
mμμ and/or the recoil mass mRecoil in Z-window of 10 GeV
is vetoed to suppress the processes with Z-boson resonance
for all SRs. The cut mmax

RC > 110 GeV is used to focus on
high smuon mass. The other detailed selections are listed in
Table I. The SRL, SRM and SRH categories are optimized
respectively for the region of mχ̃0

1
< 40 GeV, 40 GeV <

mχ̃0
1
< 80 GeV and mχ̃0

1
> 80 GeV. The region SRL-02 is

targeting one off-shell smuon events.

FIG. 3. The distributions of the reconstructed masses at
240 GeV lepton collider of 5 ab−1 after preselection criteria
for the SM backgrounds and smuon pair production processes.

2A similar study of probing slepton like particle S via the off-
shell 2 → 3 process can be found in Ref. [30].
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The number of survived events in each SR for SM
backgrounds and several signal processes at the 240 GeV
LC of 5 ab−1 are given in Table I. The cross section formμ̃ ¼
115 GeV is 23.9 fb. In the corresponding most sensitive SR,
the acceptance rate is larger than 10% for the signal, and the
total cross section of background is suppressed to 0.05 fb–
4 fb, implying a very large signal-to-background ratio. The
statistical sensitivity measurement is calculated in each SR
for estimating the expected discovery significance [37].
Here, the Poisson uncertainty of background and a
conservative 5% global systematic uncertainty are taken
into consideration, and then theAsimovapproximationof the
detection and discovery significance ZA is given as

ZA ¼
�
2

�
ðsþ bÞ ln

�ðsþ bÞðbþ σ2bÞ
b2 þ ðsþ bÞσ2b

�

−
b2

σ2b
ln

�
1þ sσ2b

bðbþ σ2bÞ
���

1=2

: ð18Þ

The expected detection and discovery sensitivities for the
direct smuon production signals in the plane of mμ̃ versus
mχ̃0

1
is shown in Fig. 4. For each signal point, the SR with

best ZA has been chosen in sensitivity mapping. We see that
the detection (discovery) limit for a smuon can reach up to
126 GeV (122 GeV) for a massless χ̃01, corresponding to a
smuon production cross section of 0.16 fb (0.34 fb). The
limits break through the line of

ffiffiffi
s

p
=2 and go into the off-

shell region. We also recasted the analysis of Ref. [26], and
their result shows that the detection limits of cross section
can reach at about 3.2 fb (7.2 fb) for a massless χ̃01.
Comparing with the recasted results of Ref. [26], we can
find that the detection limits of the production cross section
can be improved by one order of magnitude smaller. In
Fig. 4 we plot the corresponding contours for a more
intuitive comparison. This kind of limits can also be
obtained for other semi-invisible decaying particles, such
as charginos which are pair produced at LCs.
Herewe adopt the cut-and-count method rather thanmore

advanced technologies like machine learning [38–41], in
order to facilitate a comparison with previous results. The
use of BDT [42,43], XGBoost [44] and other techniques can
further enhance the search capabilities, which we leave for
future study. Additionally, these variables themselves can
also be employed to the precision measurement of the SM
particles, such as the tau lepton at BESIII and theW-boson at
future LCs.
Recently, a 7σ deviation of W-boson mass from the

SM prediction was reported [45]. From Fig. 5, one can
find the distributions of mmin

RC and mmax
RC are sensitive to the

TABLE I. Summary of selection criteria of the smuon searches at
the 240GeV leptoncollider, togetherwith the background and signal
expectations corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5 ab−1.

SR SRL-01 SRL-02 SRM-01 SRM-02

mmin
RC > 85

mmax
RC > 117 mmin

RC > 85 mmax
LSP ∈ ½50; 70�

mmin
RC > 95 mmax

LSP ∈ ½40; 60� mmax
RC ð40Þ > 110

Eμ� ∈ ½50; 70� mmax
RC ð40Þ > 110 mmin

RC ð40Þ > 100

SM total 7532� 86 900� 30 2079� 45 970� 31

SGN(0) 38900 10900 6360 2270

SGN(40) 23800 1410 22100 10200

SGN(80) 0 0 0 0

SGN(110) 0 0 0 0

SR SRM-03 SRM-04 SRM-05 SRH-01

mmax
LSP ∈ ½60; 80� mmax

LSP ∈ ½70; 85� mmax
LSP ∈ ½80; 95� Eμ� ∈ ½34; 44�

mmin
RC ð40Þ > 95 mmin

RC ð70Þ > 100 mmax
RC ð80Þ > 105 Δmmax ∈ ½35; 50�

SM total 912� 30 19941� 141 14039� 118 6412� 80

SGN(0) 59 468 0 49

SGN(40) 2460 4970 359 4340

SGN(80) 0 23900 74100 11600

SGN(110) 0 0 0 0

SR SRH-02 SRH-03 SRH-04 SRH-05

Eμ� ∈ ½28; 37� Eμ� ∈ ½22; 28� Eμ� ∈ ½15; 18�
Δmmax ∈ ½0; 10�

Δmmax ∈ ½25; 40� Δmmax ∈ ½15; 30� Δmmax ∈ ½0; 20�

SM total 5913� 76 3190� 56 786� 28 262� 12

SGN(0) 0 0 0 0

SGN(40) 5 0 0 0

SGN(80) 29200 11900 0 0

SGN(110) 0 0 0 112000

FIG. 4. Projected exclusion and discovery reaches for direct
smuon production. The left-handed and right-handed smuons are
assumed to be degenerate, with the LSP being binolike, while all
other sparticles are decoupled. The shading colors are coded with
the cross sections.
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W-boson mass, and their cutoff properties are similar to the
mT variable for W� → l�ν events [46,47] and to the mT2
variable for tt̄ events at hadron colliders, which can benefit
the measurement of the W-boson mass at LCs. By assum-
ing mW ¼ 80390 MeV and performing template fit at ILC/
CEPC, the results of W-boson mass fitted via the distri-
butions of mmin

RC and mmax
RC in lνl0ν0 channel are

mfit
W ¼

�
80391.98� 3.60 MeV; by fittingmmin

RC ;

80389.42� 2.69 MeV; by fittingmmax
RC :

ð19Þ

The fitting accuracy is competitive to the measurement
in the full-hadronic channel and in the semileptonic
channel [13], which is much better than the pseudo-mass

method (fitting the energy spectrum of the charged leptons)
[48,49] at LEP [50–53].

IV. SUMMARY

We introduced a new set of variables to search for semi-
invisible decaying particles pair-produced at LCs. By
constructing the unknown degrees of freedom of the
invisible states to a round disc in the center-of-mass frame,
we definedmmin

RC ,m
max
RC andmmax

LSP in a Lorentz-invariant way
and gave the analytical expressions. They can be used to
improve new particle searches and the precision measure-
ment. With detailed Monte Carlo simulations for the
240 GeV LC of 5 ab−1, we found that the significance
of smuon searches can be improved by one order, and the
precision of W-boson mass measurement via its full-
leptonic decayed channel can be reduced to MeV level.

The code of this work is available in GitHub page [54].
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